
Instructions Pavo Cup semi-finals 2021 
Four-year-olds 
 

➢ The test will be read by a ring steward. 
➢ This test is a guideline and therefore may be modified. For example, the jury/ring 
  steward may call the movements in a different order and/or more rapidly. 
➢ The jury will be seated in the middle of the short side. The ring steward will be  
 stationed near the jury. 
 

Start in working trot on the left rein, rising or sitting.  

 

B: large circle (20m)  

 

On the short diagonal S-P: change the rein and make a transition to walk, followed by a 

transition to working trot 

 

Turn at A, leg yield right 

 

Diagonal M – V: Change rein and lengthen the stride for a few meters 

 

Turn at A, leg yield left 

 

E: large circle (20m) one time round 

 

Diagonal F - S:  Change rein and lengthen the stride for a few meters  

 

Between S and H transition to walk allowing the horse to stretch forward and downward 

(chest height) 

 

R – S: half large circle (20m) in medium walk 

 

Between H and C: transition to trot 

 

Diagonal M - V:  Change rein and lengthen the stride for a few meters  

 

On the short side at A: working canter left lead 

 

Large circle at E 

On the circle, make a transition to trot and after 10-15 meters proceed in canter left. Go 

one time round and proceed on the track.  

 

From F to R lengthen the stride for a few meters and collect back into working canter 

 

H-X-F change rein over the diagonal and transition to working trot 

 

On the short side at A: working canter right lead 

 

Large circle at B. 

On the circle make a transition to trot and after 10 to 15 meters, proceed in canter. 

Go one time round and proceed the track.  

 

From K to S lengthen the stride for a few meters and collect back into working canter 

 

On the short side at C: transition to working trot 

 

At B: large circle (20 m) 

Make a transition to walk on the long rein and proceed on the track 

 

 

 


